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1931 and 1932 Christmas Eve Survey Flights. This issue of N.Z. Bulletin includes two offers the
like of which we have never been in a position to make before (nor, we suspect, has anyone else!).
These are the sets - complete and near-complete respectively - of the above-mentioned series of
flights. (See lots 801 and 803).

In 1931, the Postal Department approved a
;iMAS AIR scheme suggested by the N.Z. Air League, for

C~~\5 %, covering virtually the whole of New Zealand with
.' 24th. DECEMBER. 1931. , a massive series of air mail services on 24th

December of that year. in fact, not only did the
postal authorities approve the idea; they also
provided a special stamp specifically to cover
ordinary postage (2d) plus the air fee (3d). hence
the appearance of the 5d on 3d provisional. In

IV AIR FROM the event, this stamp was actually issued six days
before the flights took place. The result was two-

OAMARU. fold: firstly, although the special stamp was
usually used to prepay the necessary postage on

Fig. 1 covers carried on these flights, its use was by no
means exclusive - a goodly number of the

Covers flown had the postage prepaid by a combination of other stamps; secondly, very few
covers were posted as much as six days before the flights, so examples of this provisional used on
the first day of issue are very much scarcer than one might expect. The Post Office also provided
special rubber-stamp cachets for the twelve staging points for the flights (all are similar to that
illustrated in Fig. 1, differing only in the name of the staging point). These cachets were applied
in various colours - again according to where they were used - as follows: in red (at Palmerston
North, Christchurch, Dunedin, and Hawera); in green (at Wellington, Timaru and Wanganui); in
purple (at Blenheim, Oamaru, New Plymouth and Hastings); in grey-blue (at Gisborne).

The flights were undertaken by three pilots - Sqn. Ldr. McGregor, Fit. Lt. Lett and F/O.Bucker
idge -and in all, there were no less than 73 different stages over which covers were flown. The
individual stages are provable, of course, by the combination of cachet (point of departure) and
the backstamp (office of arrival). Quantities of mail carried varied widely from stage to stage 
from 1439 covers (on the Wellington - Auckland stage) right down to a mere 69 covers
(Gisborne -Hawera).



The 1931 flights were a success, so much so that a
similar "marathon" was arranged for the same date
in the following year. By then, the ordinary postage
rate had been reduced from 2d to 1d, so with the
air fee remaining at 3d, the total postage required
on each cover (assuming a maximum weight of 1 oz.)
was 4d. No special stamp was issued on this
occasion, no doubt because the 1931 4d air mail
stamp already existed, and this was the stamp most
frequently used on the 1932 series of covers. The
routes were identical, so again the total number of
different stages was 73. Again, too, a series of
special cachets (as Fig. 2) was provided to the same
12 points. This design was a pronounced departure
from anything that had been produced before or,
for that matter, since. On this occasion, the colours

WAN G A NUl. in which the cachets were impressed were as follows:
in purple (at Palmerston North and Blenheim); in

Fig. 2 shades of green (at Wellington, Timaru, Hawera and
Hastings); in red (at Christchurch, Oamaru,1>unedin,

Wanganui and Gisborne); in violet (at New Plymouth). Four pilots were involved in the 1932
flights - F/O. Buckeridge, Sqn. Ldr. Stedman, Messrs. R. Kirkup and A.G. Gerrand: The ratio of
pilot signed covers was apparently very much lower than in 1931.

Without any doubt, 1932 Christmas flights covers are even more difficult to find in depth than
those of 1931. A glance through the recorded numbers flown makes the reason for this quite
obvious. These varied from 572 (Wellington - Auckland) down to only 38 (Gisborne - Oamaru),
with an overall average figure per stage of about 90, whereas the average per stage for the 1931
flights was 230. Taken a step further, no less than 53 of the 73 stages in 1932 carried less than
100 covers each, whereas in 1931 the number carried was less than 100 on only 8 of the stages.

For the existence of many earlier flight covers in any kind of reasonable numbers, present-day
collectors are largely indebted to a comparatively small band of very keen individuals who
appear to have taken on the task of 'servicing' examples for friends and acquaintances. One such
enthusiast was a Mr. A.F.M. Paterson, and a letter signed by him, enclosed in one of the 1932
covers, throws some interesting further light on the relative scarcity of these. The letter states,
in part: "This year another of those monstrous Xmas Air Mails (73 covers to a set) is being run
over the same route as last year's I am not bothering with the mail except for a few
covers to my friends so they will receive at least one specimen of the new cachet.". Evidently
even the keenest of the keen were unable, or unwilling (or both!) to face such a daunting task
for a second consecutive year!

(Acknowledgement is made to "The Airmails of New Zealand, Volume 1, The Internal Flights".
published in 1955 by The Air Mail Society of New Zealand, inc., to which frequent reference
was made in compiling the above notes.)

Victoria Land Expedition. Another of those odd coincidencesl Literally within days of the
publication of my report last month of a cover with the Expedition c.d.s. of 19th January 1911
(pre-dating any other recorded usage of this datestamp by four days), I saw a second cover of
exactly the same date. This one, again with a 1d Victoria Land adhesive tied by the early-date
cancellation, was addressed to Sir Clements Markham, K.G.B., F.R.S. in London.



AIR MAIL COVERS

801 1931 Christmas Eve Survey Flights. A magnificent and complete collection
of 72 covers representing every stage of these flights (one being a 'double
stage' item covering Gisborne-Hastings and Hastings-Gisborne). All covers
have the relevant cachets and backstamps, and some are pilot-signed.
Adhesives alone Cat. in excess of $1500 (S~G. £1050+). Condition is generally
fine. Such a set would be virtually impossible to assemble from scratch nowa
days - this is the only complete set we have seen, and we know that it took
many years of patience and diligence to collect. Adding the final touch to a
wonderful set are photographs of all three pilots involved.

An air mails collection par excellence £695.00

For the collectors seeking to extend their own showing of covers from these flights, or who require
only representative examples, covers from the following stages are available individually. Again all
have the correct cachets and backstamps:

802(8) Palmerston North - Wellington (827 flown) .

(b) Palmerston North - Blenheim (310 flown). Pilot signed .

(c) Palmerston North - Christchurch (514 flown). Pilot signed ..

(d) Palmerston North - Timaru (272 flown) ..

(e) Palmerston North - Oamaru (201 flown) .

(f) Palmerston North - Dunedin (506 flown). Pilot signed .

(9) Palmerston North - Invercargill (408 flown) ..

(h) Wellington - Blenheim (204 flown). Pilot signed .

(i) Wellington - Christchurch (376 flown) .

(j) Wellington - Oamaru (119 flown) .

(k) Wellington - Dunedin (366 flown). Pilot signed .

(J) Wellington - Invercargill (201 flown) .

(m) Blenheim - Timaru (123 flown) ..

(n) Blenheim - Oamaru (163 flown) :.

(0) Christchurch - Timaru (183 flown) .

(p) Christchurch - Dunedin (296 flown). Pilot signed .

(q) Christchurch - Invercargill (243 flown) ..

(r) Timaru - Oamaru (143 flown) ..

£8.00

£13.50

£12.00

£12.00

£13.50

£12.00

£10.00

£15.00

£10.00

£15.00

£13.00

£13.50

£15.00

£14.00

£13.50

£13.50

£12.50

£14.00



(I) Timaru - Invercargill (165 flown) .

h) Oarnaru - Dunedin (211 flown) .

(u) Oamaru - Invercargill (130 flown) ...

(v) Dunedin - Invercargill (233 flown). Pilot signed .

(w) Wellington - Wanganui (236 flown) .

hd Wellington - Hawera (104 flown) .

(y) Wellinilton - Auckland (1439 flown) ..

(z) Palmerston North - Auckland (381 flown) :..:..........•.•.•......•.........

£14.00

£13.50

£15.00

£15.00

£12.50

£17.50

£7.50

£10.00

(u) Wanganui - New Plymouth (147 flown) £14.00

(ab) Wanganui - Auckland (230 flown) £12.50

(ac) Hawera - Auckland (475 flown) :..:: : :: :..: :.. . £8.50

(ad) Hastings - Palmerston North (122 flown) ....:..: ::..::.: :.:.:.: :..:...:.:...... £15.00

(ae) Hastings - Gisborne (146 flown) £14.00

(aft Palmerston North - Gisborne (456 flown) £8.50

(ag) Gisborne - Wellington (290 flown). Pilot signed £13.50

(ah) Gisborne - Christchurch (224 flown) £12.50

(aiT Gisborne - Dunedin (248 flown) £12.50

(an Hastings - Wellington (120 flown). Pilot signed £17.50

(ak) Hastings -Christchurch (100 flown) £17.50

(an Hastings - Invercargill (87 flown) :............................... £17.50

(am) Gisborne - Auckland (538 flown) £8.50

(an) Hastings - Hawera (106 flown) £17.50

(ao) Hastings - Auckland (139 flown) :............................... £14.00

803 1932 Christmas Eve Survey Fliltlts. A magnificent lot of 70 covers, including
all but two of the 73 stages. (As in the 1931 set, one of the covers included
is a double-stage one). Those required for absolute completion are Wellington 
Timaru and Hastings - Blenheim. In the main, condition is fine to very fine,
although just one or two are fair only. 5.G. cat. of the stamps alone is again
well in excess of £1,050, so this extensive and very rare lot must be a once-in-
a-lifetime opportunity at £750.00



A few covers from the 1932 flights are available individually:

804(a) Wellington - Palmerston North (278 flown) .

(b) Wellington - Wanganui (112 flown) ..

(c) Wanganui - Hawera (57 flown) .

(d) Gisborne - Palmerston North (146 flown) and return (155 flown). A double-
stage cover .

(e) Palmerston North - Gisborne (155 flown) ..

(f) Gisborne - Auckland (118 flown) .

1898 PICTORIALS (Concluded)

£12.50

£15.00

£20.00

£22.50

£15.00

£15.00

The final chapter in this extended listing, covering the 2/- and 5/- High Values.

805(a) 2/· London Print (E20a). Mint stamp in exceptional condition - well-centred,
full perfs., glorious vibrant colour (deep green), very, very light hinge. As
near perfection as one could hope for £115.00

(b) As above. Mint example grey-green shade. Catalogue $250, very fine
appearance. Not quite up to the standard of the example above, but a nice
collectable copy at only £40.00

(c) As above. A similar quality mint copy, blue-green shade £40.00

(d) As above. Used 2/- London's are extremely elusive. This one is fine used! £50.00

(e) As above. Superb used example, with the excellent Rll/l re-entry (EV20b) £75.00

806(a) 2/- Perf. 11, No Wmk (E20b). Lightly hinged mint - a couple of "blunt"
perfs, and afaint gum bend, otherwise quite superb and of lovely appearance.
Cat. $200 £40.00

(b) As above. Average used single £17.50

(c) As above. R9/9 re-entry (listed in Volume 1 of the Handbook), used dated
copy (JL 1900) £37.50

807 2/- Laid Paper (E20c). Another scarce stamp, this time a most attractive
mint single, previously lightly hinged. (Cat. $500) . £145.00

808(a) 2/- Pert. 11, Wmk'd (E20d). Mint example in very deep intense blue-green
shade (WOW!) Cat. $180 £67.50

(b) As above. Mint copy with inverted watermark. Scarce thus £77.50

(c) As above. As a good spacefiller, we can offer a facially superb no gum example £10.00

(d) As above. Three used green shades, superb contrasts. Minimum Cat. $300.. £70.00



(e) As above. R11/10 re-entry (detailed in Vol. 1 of the Handbook), used .

(t) . As above. Superb used copy, R6/10 re-entry (EV2Oc), with inverted wmk.
and good letters wmk. A most unusual "triple" variety stamp .

809(a) 2/· Pert. 14 (E20e). Superb mint copy ..

(b) As above. Another no gum spacefiller, superb appearance ..

(e) As above. The three catalogued shades, all used ..

(d) As abOve. R11/10 re-entry, used .

(e) As above. This used copy is on an unusually thin paper. Quite remarkable I

(f) As above. For the simplified collector, a used single .

810(a) 5/- Mt Cook.' 1898 London Print (E21 a), this copy is an ideal spacefiller -
not periect (obviously) but worth 10% of catalogue ($500) ..

(b) As above. Peri. 11, No Wmk. (E21 b), vermilion shade - another good
spacefiller at a mere 10% of catalogue ($450) ..

(e) As above. The same E21b issue, but in the very scarce carmine shade.
Centred slightly left, otherwise extremely fine used (dated MR 03).
Catalogued $850, and a brilliant deep shade : .

(d) As above. Perf. 11, Wmk. Sideways (E21c), superb mint, lightly hinged
(Cat. $450) : : .

(e) As above. This time Upright Wmk Pert. 11 (E21d), in a glorious deep red
shade. Two horizontal creases (barely noticeable on the front) allow .........

(f) As above. Perf. 14, Wmk Sideways (E21e). Lightly hinged mint single.
Catalogued $475. No faults, and a gift at ..

(g) As above. The same E21e issue, but in an extremely deep shade. Lovely
used. Late (1923) date, but not too late (the 5/- Mt Cooks were not
demonetised until DEC 31 1934) ..

(h) As above. Peri. 14, Wmk Upri~t (E21f) - elusive thus. Lovely rich colour,
and glorious mint, if centred slightly high : .

(j) As above. A magnificent used copy of the same wmk upright issue (dated
AU 1911). Delightful! .

KING GEORGE V RECESS (Continued)

£37.50

£55.00

£40.00

£10.00

£45.00

£27.50

£25.00

£12.50

£25.00

£22.50

£225.00

£150.00

£47.50

£115.00

£115.00

£200.00

£135.00

811 4d VellowNiolet. The superb R4/10 "Club foot" re-entry is the visible
result of a major and interesting error - that of laying down an impression
of the wrong denomination (the 2Yad) on the plate. Here offered as the
upper stamp of two-peri. pairs in both coloun. (KV5c(a) and KV5f(a)).
Classic representation - exhibition material. The pair of variety two peri.
pairs, finest mint (Cat. $275) .. £115.00



812(a) 6d Carmine, Pert. 14x13~(K8a). Three lovely shades of carmine ranging
from deep to pale. Very fine mint ; .

(b) As above. Plate block of 4 (no side selvedge) with plate no. 38. Includes,
on R1/2, a minor re-entry showing as doubling to the left of the King's ear.
Beautiful mint, the block ;; ; ;.. ;; ; .

(c) As above. Magnificent mint pair in the rare carmine-lake - shade brilliant,
and guaranteed. One light hinge, condition otherwise immaculate. We will
gladly furnish a written warranty to the purchaser if desired ; .

£20.00

£62.50

£800.00

(If unsold as a pair, we will accept orders for single copies at £400.00 each)

613 6d Carmine, Perf. 14x14~(K8b). Finest mint copy . £7.00

814(a) 6d 'Pictorial' Paper, Pert. 14 line (KBd). An elusive little stamp nowadays.
Finest mint ; ; ; ; ..

(b) As above. Marginal block of 4, superfine .

(c) As above. Mint vertical pair, upper stamp showing only the smallest trace of
watermark. This pair demonstrates clearly just how difficult it is to obtain a
true no watermark when the Pictorial paper is used sideways - the water
mark on the lower stamp could scarcely be any closer to the top than it is.
The pair ;; .

815(a) 7%d Deep Red-Brown, Pert. 14x13%(K9a). Set of two distinctive shades
(unusual in the 7'hd). One deep, one quite notably bright. Superb mint ..

(b) As above. Marginal block of 4 (in the deep shade). Mint and superfine .

£7.50

£35.00

£20.00

£19.50

£45.00

816 7%d Deep Red-Brown, Pert. 14x14~ (K9b). Much scarcer than the other
perf. (this is because all printings from 1915-20 were 14x13%throughout,
and 14x14% stamps came only from the two-perf. sheets of 1920-22).
Finest mint copy . £20.00

819

817(a) 7%d Deep Red-Brown, Two Perfs. Se Tenant (K9c). More difficult than
most among the two-perf. pairs. Hinged but very fine .

(b) As above, but in lovely block of 4 (giving one pair hinged, one unhinged) .

818(a) Bd Indigo-Blue, Pert. 14x13~ (K10a). Very fine mint copy ..

(b) As above. Corner single (full selvedges) with plate no. 39. In a very
distinctive pale shade. Superb mint - hinged in selvedge only ..

8d Indigo-Blue, Pert. 14x14~ (K10b). Two mint, one in the normal deep
full shade, the other in the remarkable pate shade of the previous item. Both
superb. Delightful and unusual shade, pair ..

820(a) Bd Indigo-Blue, Two Perts. Se Tenant (K10c). Incredibly, we can offer two
pairs in similar shade contrasts to the previous lot. Superb! ..

£45.00

£100.00

£9.50

£35.00

£20.00

£50.00



(b) As above. Fine mint two-perf. block of 4 .

821(a) Bd Red-Brown (K1Od). Visually, this is certainly the most spectacular offer
of the month. Our Catalogue listing of two shades goes right out of the
windowl Here are not two, not three, but four of the most astounding
contrasts imaginable, from the deepest of deep red-chocolates to the palest
of pale red-browns. Each shade is represented by a glorious mint horizontal
pair. Of such beauty that we flatly refuse to split the pairs in any circum-
stancesl A breathtaking array .

£50.00

£175.00

(b) As above. Full selvedge corner copy with plate no. 39. Deep red-brown shade £45.00

(c) As above. Single stamp in red-chocolate or red-brown. Fine mint. Each .... £15.00

822 TIMARU BICYCLE POST

Between December 1968 and April 1969, a private firm in Timaru, Moulins
Services, operated a local delivery service using schoolboy cyclists. The
rates they charged compared favourably with those of the Post Office, which
was no doubt one potent factor in the suppression of the service on 12th April
1969. A series of rouletted labels was printed for this service by the Classic
Printing Co. These were in the following denominations and colours: lc (black
on yellow), 2c (black on red), 3c (green on yellow), 5c (black on red), 7c
(red and black on yellow), 15c (gold on red). In addition, imperf. proofs of
the 15«: were made - these were printed in gold on thin carmine card. We
can offer a complete set of 6 'stamps', unused, plus the 15c proof.
Fascinating Cinderella material! £19.50

CHRISTMAS VARIETIES - Mint

823 1961 (SC2a). Corner pair with partial double perforations £10.00

824 1962 (SC3a). Superb marginal block of 4, including the R7/1 shoulder retouch £3.00

825 1963 (SC4a). Block of 4 including R3/8 Nosebag flaw (SC4aV) £3.00

826(a) 1964 (SC5a). Two imprint/plate blocks, one with small colour shift resulting
in widespread blurring of the design - the other plate block is a normal for
comparison (this blurred variety is mentioned in Vol. 6 of the Handbook) .. £6.00

(b) As above. Single copy with the same 'blurring' .

827(a) 1965 (SC6a). Marginal block of 10 (pI. lA), including Rl/4, 1/8 and 2/4
varieties (all listed in Vol. 6) .

£1.00

£5.00

828

829

830

(b) As above. Marginal block of 4 with partial double perforations. Small gum
disturbance on one stamp, but a fine variety .

1966 (SC7a). Two blocks of 4, showtng dramatic 'yellow' shades. Lovely ..

1975, 3c (SC16a). Corner block of 10, horizontal blue flaw affects three
stamps ..

1975, lOc (SC16c). Marginal block of 8, including the R5/4 variety ..

£10.00

£4.00

£4.00

£10.00


